
Next Week... 

We will carry on with lessons as normal. For any pupils who are at home over the next few weeks, 

there will be suggested activities on our school website under ‘Classes – Pine – Pine Work’.  These 

tasks can be adapted as you wish, and they use materials that you most probably have at home.  

 

         This Week 

In maths, we have really enjoyed working on the topic of ‘mass’. The children particularly loved using 

balance scales to weigh objects from around the classroom. We used cubes to help us get the idea of 

units of measure. Jayden’s counting was amazing – he had something really heavy on the scales!    

In music, we have been learning to sing and play instruments to a song by Adele. If you remember the 

production at Christmas, you can imagine how well the pupils are doing with their glockenspiels. It is lovely 

to hear!  

It has been lovely to have Zuzanna in our class for the last few days. Pine Class have been really good 

friends and role-models, and Zuzanna has really cheered everybody up with her fantastic smile.  

Some ‘WOW!’ moments this week – Brooke reading lots of times on an analogue clock; Safaa’s reading 

skills across the curriculum; Harley’s great scientific predictions; Jayden’s fantastic recounting or recent 

news; Jenson’s kind questions to others; and Lucy-Anne’s engagement with others pupils.  

As we have some pupils off at the moment, we want to pass on all our best wishes.  

                                                                        Week beginning: 16/03/2020  

 

And Finally… 

Stars of the Week 

Lucy-Anne 
for being particularly kind and 

helpful this week.  

Well done!  
 

  

Reminders 

For any pupils who are at home over the next few weeks, 

there will be suggested activities on our school website 

under ‘Classes – Pine – Pine Work’.  These tasks can be 

adapted as you wish, and use materials that you most 

probably have at home. 

If you need to get into contact, please use this email 

address:  
 

cworsley@acorns.lancs.sch.uk 

Many thanks.  
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